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Alfred University has a culture of talking about “librarians” and “staff” as two distinct groups with distinct skill 
sets. In other libraries, the second group is often called “clerks”, which allows use of “staff” as a generic term 
for anyone who works in the libraries. Since using “staff” in that way would cause confusion in this context, 
throughout this report I will refer to the “libraries team” to speak about the collective group of people who 
work in the libraries, to avoid the confusion it would cause to talk about “library staff”. 
 
This survey was administered between October 25, 2017, and November 1, 2017 after sharing an initial draft 
with the libraries administration for feedback. 16 libraries team members responded. 
 
When quoting members of the team from free-text responses, answers have been combined, rephrased, and 
reorganized into topical sections for clarity and understanding, but no editing was done to change the 
essential meaning or intent of staff responses. They have often been left in the first person, which reflects the 
voice of the libraries team and not the voice of the consultant, and I have indicated when that is occurring. 
Individual quotes are used when they eloquently convey the essence of an idea repeated by others, and when 
they do not appear to use language that will link them to specific members of the team. 
 

Mission Examination 2 
Q1: What do you think the university libraries' core mission is? 2 
Q2: What do you think Herrick's core mission is? 4 
Q3: What do you think Scholes' core mission is? 4 
Q4-6: When you think about the university libraries' core mission, what should be included in each 
column? 5 

Strengths 5 
Q15: What do you feel are your university's greatest strengths? 5 
Q16: What do you feel are your libraries' greatest strengths? 6 
Q17: What do you feel are your librarian/staff's greatest strengths? 6 
Q18: What would you fight tooth and nail to preserve about your library, staff, and culture? 6 

Opportunities 7 
Q7: What opportunities do you think the libraries should capitalize on RIGHT NOW? 7 
Q8: What opportunities do you think the libraries should capitalize on IN THE FUTURE? 7 

Challenges 9 
Q10: What do you perceive to be the greatest OVERALL challenge facing your university right now? 9 
Q14: What challenges do you see your university facing in the near future? 9 
Q9: What do you perceive to be the greatest OVERALL challenge facing your libraries right now? 10 
Q13: What challenges do you see your libraries facing in the near future? 11 
Q11: What do you perceive to be the greatest STAFFING challenge facing your libraries right now? 12 

Service Reorganization/Mergers 13 
Q20: What areas are missing from the chart above? 14 
Q21: What excites you when you think about merging services and functions? 14 
Q22: What cautions do you want to share about merging services and functions? 15 
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Mission Examination 
The narrative statements of the libraries team in response to each of these questions has been summarized 
using word clouds, which count the frequency of each word, with more frequent words appearing relatively 
larger compared to less frequent words. 
 
Q1: What do you think the university libraries' core mission is? 
 

 
 

Support, students, provide, teaching, learning, information, services, knowledge. 
 
One quick read of this visual representation is that the libraries team believes the mission of their libraries in total is to 
support teaching and learning for students via information services that advance knowledge.  
 
That’s a laudable goal, and one deeply resonant to the core of our shared profession. 
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Q2: What do you think Herrick's core mission is? 
 

Business, liberal arts, sciences, programs, resources, 
support, students, Alfred University, research, 
education. 
 
The overall vision of Herrick Library by the libraries team 
is clear: to support the students of Alfred University in 
their research and education related to the many 
programs of the private side’s major schools. 
 
Again, this is a laudable and logical goal. 
   

Q3: What do you think Scholes' core mission is? 
 

 
Ceramics Library, art, engineering, college, Scholes. 
 
The overall vision of Scholes Library by the library team 
is equally clear: to be the ceramics library for the art and 
engineering colleges.  
 
The addition of Scholes as a primary word is also 
interesting; it indicates the claiming of an identity that is 
less obvious in the descriptions of Herrick, where 
“Herrick” was much less frequently used. 
 
 

This disparity in mission perception is not a challenge or a problem; it is a natural part of having two sets of 
services oriented to specific and specialized programs. Having a strong sense of specialized mission in a 
specialized library is normal and expected, just as it is expected that the “main” library of the campus would 
expect to serve the “general” undergraduate programs. This is reinforced by the summary of the Alfred 
University Libraries’ mission as a whole: to support teaching and learning for students via information services 
that advance knowledge. If Herrick and Scholes go about doing that in two different ways, again, that is not a 
problem in and of itself.  
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Q4-6: When you think about the university libraries' core mission, what should be included in each column?  
Select everything that applies in each column. 
 
Is part of our core mission NOW 

 
Should be part of our mission in the FUTURE

 
Should NOT be part of our mission
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None of the distributions and answers above is wrong. The question asked for the libraries team’s perceptions 
of their mission, and they responded truthfully. Interesting data points in that truth include: 
 

● A strong agreement that the libraries’ mission does and should include supporting the academic 
curriculum, providing information access, and teaching information literacy skills. There is no doubt 
that these are at the core of what the academic library does in service to its institution, and Alfred 
University Libraries are no exception. 
 

● A significant divide regarding technology and digital literacy skills. Some respondents see this as 
something that is a part of the current mission, many believe it should be part of the mission in the 
future, and a few believe it should not be a mission at all. 
 

● A stark divide is visible between current practice and desired practice for preparing students for a 
changing workplace and society.  
 

● Prioritizing efficiency is a clear goal for many members of the library team, compared with a current 
focus on prioritizing quality.  

 
The importance of mission comes to the fore when it is linked to opportunities and challenges. Which 
opportunities will a library choose to capitalize on? Where will resource investment happen, to ensure certain 
opportunities are fully leveraged? Which solutions will be chosen when considering ways to overcome any 
challenge? Several recommendations related to this data can be found in the Strategic Planning section of the 
Recommendations for AU Libraries document. 

Strengths  
Q15: What do you feel are your university's greatest strengths? 

Atmosphere 
Alfred University is a warm and welcoming place for its students, faculty, and staff. The deeply committed 
faculty and staff who genuinely care about students, learning, and good teaching are highly motivated to help 
each student succeed. 
 
It’s also a wonderfully low-key and informal place, with a real quirkiness of atmosphere -- full of lots of people 
who do not take themselves too seriously. That means we have an interesting mix of disciplines, with strong 
programs in art, engineering and psychology, with several world-renowned programs. 

Diversity and Individuality 
It’s a gorgeous campus, with a long and unique history, and our location offers a beautiful, quaint 
environment for an undistracted learning experience. Through that history, Alfred has always promoted the 
pursuit of knowledge, growth, diversity, and progressive values. Now, the university has many unique 
programs that foster academic and cultural diversity, ensuring we’re an inclusive and open community.  
 
Most of all, we provide individualized support for students. Personal attention, personalized recognition, and 
effective relationships that help students grow and realize their potential are a core part of who we are. 
Student involvement with professors and administrators is high, and our small class sizes ensure we can focus 
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on individual student needs. All of that is possible because of our employees and their love of the university, 
and the bond between the students as we encourage, mentor and help them become young adults. 
  
Q16: What do you feel are your libraries' greatest strengths? 

Us 
Like the rest of the Alfred University community, our strength is in the dedication and hard work of the staff 
and faculty. In particular, Herrick aligns well with Alfred University when it comes to its strengths, as Scholes 
aligns with the College of Ceramics. We have a special kind of library staff and faculty, though, as we continue 
thriving and blooming without adequate personnel, facing challenges with positive attitudes as often as we 
can. 

Customer Service 
In return, there is a strong positive campus attitude about the libraries. We have a good reputation on 
campus for collaboration and service to the university, with many faculty and students who support and like 
the libraries. We offer our users up-to-date facilities open for long hours, and pride ourselves on a welcoming 
atmosphere and personalized, knowledgeable interactions. “we give priority to students' needs and rarely, if 
ever, refuse a student's request for anything,” because our “customer service is one of our greatest 
strengths.” 

Expertise and Resources 
Backing up that service is a deep subject expertise and strong collections, both electronic and print.  “We 
have such rare and special material available for our students to use.” Our teaching experience, and our 
expertise in active learning approaches to instruction, ensure those collections are well used, as “we provide 
instruction programs in basic library usage skills, advanced library research, and electronic search skills.” 
 
Q17: What do you feel are your librarian/staff's greatest strengths? 
  
The answers to this question echoed the answers to Q16, but added the below: 

Dedication 
There is also a willingness by almost everyone working in the libraries to contribute and help out when extra 
work or additional or unexpected projects come our way. We truly care about the libraries and how well we 
do our jobs. We have a communal commitment to excellence, willingness to go the extra mile, and dedication 
to the cause of the libraries and Alfred. It’s  a great group of people who work well together, and work 
together to solve problems. 
  
Q18: What would you fight tooth and nail to preserve about your library, staff, and culture? 

Atmosphere 
We must continue to preserve the warm and relaxed feeling that the libraries exude, created by our 
welcoming staff and laid back atmosphere. We are a place that interacts with people individually, “and not on 
the basis of some rule book that prescribes every action.” “Patrons appreciate it, and staff and student 
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workers feel that it allows them to provide quality customer service while having the liberty to be themselves.” 
We have great comfortable spaces that students and faculty want to use, as a result, which then gives them 
access to the expertise of our libraries team, and to our excellent collections. 

Faculty librarians 
In addition, we must “preserve the faculty status of librarians. In recent years, there has been some erosion of 
this through hiring of administrative librarians for some positions. I think that having librarians with faculty 
status is a strength since it puts us on equal footing with the rest of the faculty. Tenure provides some 
protections when it comes to being able to speak our minds. I also like working in a place that values critical 
thinking and scholarship as part of my work.” We are able, as library faculty, to support faculty research, work 
one on one with our teaching colleagues, support and generate information literacy curricula, and focus via 
Scholes on providing access to our notable collections for the faculty, staff, and external researchers who 
depend on our expertise. 

Passion, general and specific 
We also must “protect the way everyone cares about what they do, and the passion that goes along with it. I 
don't think without that the libraries or the service we provide would at all be the same.” Without that 
passion, we would not be creating and maintaining digital objects from the Archives and Special Collections. 
We wouldn’t be working one on one with students, and doing meaningful Information Literacy instruction. We 
wouldn’t be building collections in our specialized library tied to, selected for, and characterized by the 
curriculum of the College of Ceramics and the faculty's unique research needs. We wouldn’t be who we are, 
and we would be less for it. 

Autonomy 
Finally, we need to preserve our autonomy to operate as we feel is best for the campus, and the freedom to 
carve out meaningful roles and work for ourselves -- and the ability to try new things.  

Opportunities 
Q7: What opportunities do you think the libraries should capitalize on RIGHT NOW? 
Q8: What opportunities do you think the libraries should capitalize on IN THE FUTURE? 
These two separate questions get at the same thing, and were framed as separate questions to encourage 
respondents to think deeply about what is possible and what is important. Each section below is written in the 
voice of the libraries team members. 

Reorganization 
The recent program review has provided an opportunity to look more critically at ourselves and we have an 
opportunity, if we follow through, to make improvements using this report as a tool to determine the best way 
to distribute our resources. We need to explore a more efficient use of personnel, and better cooperation to 
maximize our resources. We should do that work, and ask ourselves what are our needs are moving towards 
the future, before we ask the administration to authorize replacements for vacant librarian and staff lines.  
 

“Over recent years, the libraries have begun to work more closely together, and there are additional 
areas in which we can collaborate, without losing sight of our missions and unique identities. 
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Through further collaboration, we might even be able to free up some resources to devote to areas 
that are under-resourced. If done thoughtfully, it will hopefully also result in a situation where staff, 
librarians, and directors all feel part of the same team.” 

 
“The libraries would be well served by thinking critically about not only how we are doing some of 
the things we are doing, but also why.” 

Human Resources Planning 
Strong visionary leadership is the key to our continued success. We know we have upcoming retirements at the 
top, and with that we should plan for how we might capitalize on opportunities to hire new staff and 
leadership. Some team members also feel that we must push the administration to hire our leadership 
strategically, through a national search or internal appointment based on what we need, rather than based on 
the tradition of promoting whoever’s "turn is it next" regardless of their aptitude for the work we have 
identified as critical.  
 

“We do not need a Dean and an Associate Dean of Libraries -- we need one Dean of Libraries and 
two directors who are visible and are active participants in daily activities.” 

 
At the same time, we need a significant increase in support staff wages. A systematic review of our human 
resources and job descriptions would let us leverage staffing more effectively, and recognize that our support 
staff are skilled workers who are difficult to replace. 
 

“One of the most important jobs of leadership is to find good people, organize them, and 
support them so they can succeed.”  
 
“This includes providing a living wage for staff, not relying on the standard Alfred University 
mantra that we can always fill a position no matter what the starting salary is.” 

Assertion of Campus-based Mission 
We need to be an active, mission-driven campus organization, not one that just contributes opportunistically. 
We should dream big and think about how we can expand the role of the libraries in ways that are meaningful 
and support the university's mission, that integrate us with Academic Affairs and Student Life. We must 
re-affirm our dedication to that job, and define our present needs for the libraries accordingly. 
 

“Our new president has brought some optimism to the campus, and we can and should 
participate in campus-wide conversations about the future of the university and the 
libraries' roles within it.” 

 
Hand in hand with defining our role, we must promote it. We need to actively promote the importance of 
library use on campus as a valuable tool for student learning and retention. As a part of that, we need to 
ensure that our library leaders promote the library in a proactive and positive way in administrative venues, 
while librarians leverage our role as faculty liaisons. We should not waste the positive image the campus holds of 
the libraries, but instead turn it to our advantage to ensure we are as successful as we can be. 
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Outreach and Service 
“Herrick has an awesome multi-purpose space that can be used for so many different types 
of events and groups of people. We should continue to promote, and increase promotion, 
of our space to students, faculty, and staff, as well as community members”. 

 
The AU Libraries should continue to provide excellent customer service to keep users happy, satisfied with 
their experience, and coming back in the future. To do that, we may need to explore new options: changing 
the student worker staffing model, combining or aligning our public services staff across Herrick and Scholes, 
or creating single service points in each library. We must continue to focus on outreach, communication, 
promoting cultural diversity, and innovation. 

Digital Collections  
Open Educational Resources are a major opportunity for our campus and libraries. We should pursue OERs 
hand in hand with work on our own specialized, historic, or unique local collections, digitization of which could 
contribute to the OER resources available to faculty and students. Increased digitization would also ensure 
that we keep up with the changing ways students access information, and could provide broad international access 
to digital scholarship from Alfred’s faculty and students. Alfred’s specialized programs mean that this scholarship 
will include not just digitizing traditional print materials, but will encompass data management and digital 
image repositories. 

Information Literacy 
Information Literacy has risen to the status of national news, though by another name: Combating fake news. 
We need to capitalize on this to connect with students, teaching them to use all material types rather than just the 
internet/websites. Our information literacy goals need to expand beyond first-year students, innovating 
around pedagogy and instructional design to connect with students in upper level classes. We must also 
support specialized and graduate students. 

Alma 
“I think the largest opportunity available to the libraries currently is the implementation of the new 
library management system and using it as a way to help streamline or configure our resources to be 
as efficiently aligned as possible.” 

Grantwriting 
We need to apply for grants or funding for projects we deem to be an important part of our mission. We 
should utilize faculty expertise to apply for funding, and the AU administration, along with Library leaders, 
should try to attract funds from alumni.  

Challenges 
Q10: What do you perceive to be the greatest OVERALL challenge facing your university right now? 
Q14: What challenges do you see your university facing in the near future? 
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There was startling unity on the response for current overall challenges: The team voiced concerns about transparency 
from and trustworthiness of campus administration, and focused intently on the issues of enrollment and its impact on 
budgets, and the impact of budgets on campus success and morale. 
 

“The two main challenges that I perceive are tight budgets (primarily due to enrollment problems) 
and low morale.”  

 
“Many faculty and staff feel that they have been asked to go the extra mile for many years, without 
any real return. There isn't much emphasis on recognizing and rewarding faculty or staff who perform 
at a high level.”  

 
“Turning enrollment around is part of the solution, but there is also a need for the administration to 
begin prioritizing its people.”  

 
“We are still trying to support services and programs for FTE that we are just not seeing and haven't 
in a while.”  

 
“It occurred to me that the university is always talking about enrollment and retention and while this 
is important, it has occurred to me that the administration should also focus on the retention of 
faculty.”  

  
Looking to the future, again, responses were nearly unanimous: Alfred’s greatest challenge is budgetary, 
based in struggles with recruiting and retaining “enough students to remain an interesting and exciting place 
to work and study.” Several libraries team members noted that this has explicit impacts on what the libraries 
can do while others drew correlations between budgetary challenges, staff turnover, and a changing identity 
for the University as off-campus programs grow. Finally, one comment tied the budget issues to “an inability 
to be strategically bold.” 
 

Q9: What do you perceive to be the greatest OVERALL challenge facing your libraries right now? 

Leadership 
“Lack of clear direction and purpose”, a “feeling of confusion and listlessness” and we are “adrift at sea.” 
Communication between the directors is poor, and we lack a coherent vision or plan. As a result, meeting 
time is often wasted on discussions that reveal a lack of planning when it comes to how the leadership team 
wants to proceed. There are often obvious differences of philosophy that should have been worked out ahead 
of time, for the good of the morale of the librarians and staff. “In a word, leadership.” 
 
Additionally, there is a rather narrow understanding of the responsibility of leadership in the library Deans, 
and the libraries team sees a significant need for library leadership to expand its presence. We need our Dean 
to articulate an ambitious and compelling vision, direct us to move in new directions, advocate for the 
librarians and staff, reach out in proactive ways to the rest of the campus, be actively engaged in the 
profession, and provide effective mentoring for newer faculty and staff. Rather than seeing the needs of the 
University as the first priority of our leadership, we would like to see leadership that saw advocating for our 
needs in the libraries -- in support of the University’s goals -- as their first responsibility. 
 
Leadership must also be paired with strong management skills, to implement the vision and direction. Right 
now we frequently find ourselves in daily situations with little leadership, so we all try to lead in our individual 
ways, which can go only so far, and so “many people doing lots of work in pockets rather than together in a 
coordinated symphony.” Over the years staff have had to absorb other duties and responsibilities they were 
not originally hired to do and this has caused increased and unbalanced work loads. We are all trying to do 
too much and take on too many new initiatives, and we can't sustain it all 
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Despite a critical evaluation by the faculty librarians of our dean, there seems to be little interest on the part 
of the administration in making a change, and we are hopeful that this reorganization process might put the 
question of leadership back on the table and help us to move forward.  

Funding/Staffing 
The second major challenge is budget constraints and low wages. Budget constraint has led to low levels of 
staffing and inappropriately low pay scales and a flat budget for far too long in the face of inflationary 
increases in resources and staffing costs. We struggle to keep new librarians given our low salaries, and the 
issue of equity for support staff employees becomes ever more pressing as minimum wage rises to meet their 
already-low salaries. Equally concerning is that there seems to be a lack of understanding on the part of AU 
administration of what jobs in the library entail, including the skilled work and significant training required for 
support staff and the importance of, for example, hiring an Engineering Librarian to support doctoral 
programs at the university. 
 
Q12: What additional challenges do you see facing your libraries right now? 
Q13: What challenges do you see your libraries facing in the near future? 

Change Management  
For the first time, the self-reporting here touched on emotional issues: “Fear of change.” “Lack of courage.” 
“Pessimism rather than optimism: seeing the times as scary rather than exciting.” “Coming to grips with the 
need for unification.”  
“Mustering up the courage to create one excellent library rather than 2 increasingly mediocre ones that are 
trying to do too many things with too much duplication of effort.”  
 
Along with this, respondents have few illusions about the process: restructuring of services and functions is 
going to add more time and frustration on limited staff. Because of that awareness, and the past examples 
from the Deans, some expressed concern that leadership would place undue importance on nurturing the 
comfort of librarians and staff over the needs of students, and worried that they -- for good reasons related to 
protecting people -- will prioritize the wrong thing. There is hope among some that this consultancy (likened 
to the movie Office Space several times) will help to reorganize the libraries “in a way that will let us meet 
challenges in the coming years.”  
 
These and additional comments made it clear that there needs to be considerable discussion of how and why 
change is happening, with operational details clearly and openly discussed to ensure everyone is on the same 
page about how and why changes are being implemented. 
 

“There are conflicting opinions about how closely our two libraries should be intertwined. 
This creates confusion among the staff and has made it difficult to move forward with closer 
collaboration. There has also been a push to merge individual positions, without first having 
a wider discussion about the overall vision and plan.” 
 
“If only certain staff are asked to serve in cross-library roles, there should be some 
recognition of the additional complexity and demands that it brings to the positions. There 
are details that need to be worked out first, including reporting lines, how to manage it 
when our libraries have different funding streams, and how to deal with differences 
between the libraries when it comes to things like expectations, pay, and benefits.” 
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Personnel Resource Use 
Further concerns emphasized the need for change; given the strong and clear awareness of the University’s 
challenges around enrollment and budget, challenges for the libraries are largely related to how to leverage 
the resources currently in play. The team cautioned the reader about the impossibility of managing the 
constant evolution of technology with current personnel resources, about providing appropriately trained 
personnel and specialized services to meet the needs of students and faculty, and the workload required of a 
smaller and smaller staff.  
  

“I think given staffing and budget constraints it will be challenging for the libraries to stay 
technologically relevant, maintain current expectations of faculty/staff/students, promote or 
provide new services, maintain current workload levels for librarians and staff, or provide 
access to professional development opportunities.” 

 
“One other challenge is definitely position vacancies prompting additional workloads and projects 
being put on halt. Also, these have led to some areas including Art and Engineering to be lacking full 
time subject experts.” 

 
“As staff retire, remaining staff may not be able to absorb their workload.” 

 
Budget pressures pushing on personnel are resulting in low staff morale, a lack of diversity among staff, and 
an inability to attract and retain librarians due to insufficient compensation packages. One respondent writes, 
“regardless of student enrollment, the library needs a certain number of personnel to function effectively and 
keep running. We are already down to bare bones staffing, and have taken on parts of other jobs to function. 
How much lower can we go?” Another emphasizes that point clearly and with what must be considerable 
emotion: 
 

“Wondering if your job is secured or not. Not just now but for the next 10 years or so!” 
 
 
Q11: What do you perceive to be the greatest STAFFING challenge facing your libraries right now? 
  
These comments are clear and speak for themselves. 
 

“We need better boundaries around positions and we badly need to advocate for a review 
and reclassification of library staff positions, to reflect the kind of work that staff actually 
do.” 
 
“All jobs, their scope, their natural relationships need to be re-examined/re-defined.” 
 
“We need to put more emphasis on hiring for technology skills, creativity and initiative, and 
the ability to work in teams.” 
 
“It is difficult not to lose morale when a staff member does not make a living wage and 
essentially earns the same wage per hour as a student worker.” 
 
“The salaries between 2 almost identical positions at both libraries could be vastly 
different.” 
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“Low starting wages for technically challenging jobs.” 
 
“There are not enough people in either library to effectively handle work loads or to cover 
library customer service needs, particularly during any absences.” 
 
“As employees leave the University over time, their positions tend not to be replaced. 
Rather, other staff members absorb these responsibilities and face an unbalanced and, at 
times, overwhelming, workload.” 
 
“Staff members are expected to pick up responsibilities, and at times an extra job title, 
while receiving compensation that is beneath their qualifications, education level, and years 
of service.” 
   

Service Reorganization/Mergers 

 
Recognizing that this idea of merging services and perhaps losing autonomy, or identity, or focus and 
specialization across the two libraries is a deeply emotional and difficult topic of discussion, the results are 
extremely intriguing.  
 

● There was a member of the libraries team who thought every single thing SHOULD be merged… and 
one who thought everything should NOT. 

● There are clear trends of things that the team does not want to see unified: Facilities, Research 
services, Collection Development.  
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● There are clear trends of things that the team does see value in merging: Metadata management, 
e-resources, and LSP management.  

● And then there is a broad middle in which there is less consensus. Each of these deserves much more 
conversation (some of which was had at the first consultancy workshop), to tease out its nuances.  

○ How many of the people who felt cataloging should not be unified are actually doing 
cataloging work?  

○ Is the different response between Periodicals and Eresources due to the locations of the print 
periodicals (since the content is identical)?  

○ A significant number of the team think the websites should be merged -- but half again think 
they should not.  

 
There are more questions to ask, and more details to understand. The following questions shed light on some 
things, but not all. 
 
Q20: What areas are missing from the chart above? 
  

“Digitization is an area that's missing. There are two aspects to this work -- broad 
leadership and establishing policies, and the actual work of digitizing materials. Currently 
the work is spread out among several staff and librarians -- it doesn't really have a home. A 
scholarly communications librarian position would be a nice addition to the libraries. This 
person would bring expertise in copyright issues, and could do outreach to increase faculty 
and student scholarship in our repository. They could perhaps also supervise digitization 
work. But I don't feel that our current librarians are able to take on this work -- it should be 
a new position.” 
  
“A lot of the technology support in the libraries is done by us before it goes through ITS 
and should qualify as a major area. Digitization has also been an area that has had 
significant work and effort applied to it already and should be included.” 
 
“Digital Projects - both libraries appear to have contrasting approaches regarding 
processing, metadata description depth, production and archival procedures.” 
  
“Possibly Archives, depending on how they are viewed. 

  
Q21: What excites you when you think about merging services and functions? 

 
“Honestly, nothing.” 

 
This response was not a solitary one; several replies were similar if not identical. But some of the team are 
excited, explicitly engaged by the possibility of increased efficiency, the ability to gain extra time to focus on 
new initiatives and library trends that keep the libraries relevant, and the endless possibilities that lie before us 
if we stop duplicating everything and open up all of that people-power in new endeavors! We could reduce 
strain on some of our most over-worked staff, and allow for some redundancy, backup, and diversification of 
knowledge.“I'm excited to think that perhaps job descriptions could be updated and that pay scales could 
more adequately reflect the sophistication of support staff positions.” 
 
The possibility of utilizing our talented people in new and creative ways, of shaking things up a bit, and 
generating some shared energy and sense of purpose in the libraries could mean that we are able to create 
space for some new activities, by reducing duplication and streamlining things. Any possibility realigning 
personnel to most closely match their strengths and interests would be incredible, and “I'm excited about the 
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possibility of simplifying things.” A few noted that they are excited about the new LSP and how it will impact 
our work, while others looked forward to new staff camaraderie if we get to work across libraries. 
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Q22: What cautions do you want to share about merging services and functions? 
 
Again, the team’s words stand alone, elegantly. 
 
 

“I just want it to be thoughtful; I'm excited about the possibility and the forthcoming 
conversations to see what might work and how” 
 
“Assuming that we will continue to have two library buildings, some functions might have 
to be duplicated, especially those that are building-specific such as dealing with physical 
plant issues, managing circulation, and perhaps also managing front-line technology 
support (equipment/machines rather than systems).” 

 
“Some people don't like change! Some people confuse challenges to be overcome with 
reasons for scrapping an entire plan.” 
 
“The SUNY/non-SUNY thing is the largest obstacle to work through.”  
 
“It's going to be really important for leadership to believe that this is the right way to go, 
and to be fully committed to it. If not, staff will sense that there is discord and this will make 
implementation difficult. Everyone in a leadership position needs to be ready to support 
this initiative if we want to move forward with it. Also, some of our staff deal with change 
better than others do. A sense of shared purpose and excitement might help to carry us 
through.”  
 
“One concern I have is how we will manage follow-up once Jenica is done with her portion 
of the project. There will still be much to do and it will require follow through and careful 
attention to the details.” 

 
“I would not want to eliminate anyone's positions.” 

 
“I'm not excited by merging people/departments. The libraries offer different collections. 
Physically the buildings are on opposite ends of campus. I do not want to be travelling 
between buildings. Also, one is a private library and the other is a state library so how does 
merging affect compensation.” 
 
“I think it's important to note that it's still two separate entities with differing missions, goals 
and stakeholders and it's important to recognize that in any type of merge where 
applicable.” 
 
“Any prospect of merging to form two nearly identical libraries, is pennywise/pound 
foolish.” 
 
“Both libraries have quite a bit of pride in what they do and how they do it. But the pride 
isn't the same -- some are proud of making sure everything is done correctly, and some are 
proud that their student workers have more autonomy.” 
 
“Somehow, people need to know they are valued and valuable, even as their roles may 
shift. This should not be about cuts, but about forging a path to excellence for many 
decades to come.” 
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“I’m afraid that the leadership sees this as a way to decrease the staff of the library as 
opposed to relocating resources and staff to other important projects.” 
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